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Over 100 million people ask every month ‘Help Me Find God, Who is God, Where is God, Tell me about
God, How to know God? It takes ever worsening economic times for many to search for answers, yet in
these times of liberal church theology few find any answers. The ministers and priests have lost their way.
Many even phone me and say they wish they could teach what I was teaching but they do not know how to.
When recently telling a C of E minister a few biblical scientific facts I thought his church would like to
know, his reply to me was “I didn’t even know that”. The reason so many feel so lost without hope is
because the churches have refused to teach the message.

The Biblical message is astounding in its scope and appeal fulfilling the requirement of all men and women,
however few have eyes to see or ears to hear. It is a message that shows how prayers will be answered. Such
sincere prayers from a man or woman with a solid background of a strong belief founded in biblical teaching
WILL cure all things and set aside all miseries. I write this from the advantage of having seen how prayer
will instantly be answered so when huge crises assail you that appear as a huge threatening mountain ready
to topple over and crush you before you pray which is suddenly transformed and reduced to a small mole hill
that you can kick over.

The Heavenly Father has revealed unique information, some of which I disclosed on a TV program a number
of years ago. I was originally requested to do one program, however I eventually undertook over 40 one hour
programs. People including ministers reacted in such an amazing way I had never expected. With the
Heavenly Father’s direction I have undertaken thousands of hours of additional research to enhance this
knowledge which I will be releasing through this book series.

It will be seen that the physical world and the spiritual, although separated by a gulf, are two parallel
universes (a new science just conceived of) without the former our world cannot survive. You will come to
understand, the foundations of the physical world are therefore anchored in the spiritual world. The Heavenly
Father is the creator of this highly advanced civilization which he has replicated on earth. In the Fathers
Prayer it says “Our Father…….. Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven”. In the book knowledge is
revealed that was written thousand of years ago yet the science was only discovered during the past 200
years and some only in the last twenty years and less. You will see spiritual signs all over this planet, in your
life and on and within your own body that have these signs, few even recognise or know about.

The inspired books of the Bible consist of 66 books, written by 44 different men in both new and old
testaments over a period of 2,000 years, yet not one book is in conflict with the other. Few of the biblical
authors knew what the other was writing about because as they said they were listening to Yahweh, who up
until now you have known with the title of God. They constantly say God spoke to me’. Few text books
today are written without conflict of ideas proving the original wrong or proving some further conflicting
information.

Daniel one of the greatest of prophets made it very clear in the last chapter of the book of Daniel that he had
no idea what he had written and so did his brother Esdra in 2 Esdra. Ezekiel said the same and all specifically
said the writings were for a distant age at the time of the end when the signs written down are visible for all
in that distant age to see. Those signs are here now!



Originally conceived to be a book of 30 pages ‘HELP ME FIND GOD’ without even scratching the surface
of the staggering amount of information available has already reached over 130 pages. Reacquainting myself
with this knowledge has been fantastic for me and I hope that it will help you benefit from finding the
authentic God and his name and how to pray. Read Numbers 6: 22 - 24.
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From reader reviews:

David Guyton:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them family or
their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent that they free time just watching TV, or even playing
video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity here is look different you can read a book.
It is really fun in your case. If you enjoy the book which you read you can spent 24 hours a day to reading a
reserve. The book Help Me Find God it is rather good to read. There are a lot of folks that recommended this
book. We were holding enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not have enough space bringing this
book you can buy the actual e-book. You can m0ore simply to read this book from your smart phone. The
price is not to cover but this book possesses high quality.

George Miller:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The publication lovers usually prefer to choose book
like comic, limited story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not attempting Help Me Find God that
give your pleasure preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading routine all over the
world can be said as the way for people to know world much better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be mentioned constantly that reading addiction only for the geeky person but for all of you who wants
to end up being success person. So , for all you who want to start reading as your good habit, you can pick
Help Me Find God become your starter.

Jeffrey Messina:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside along with friends, fun activity using family or
just watching TV all day every day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by reading through a
book. Ugh, think reading a book really can hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It all right
you can have the e-book, delivering everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like Help Me Find God which
is having the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's find.

Lorna Dews:

You will get this Help Me Find God by go to the bookstore or Mall. Simply viewing or reviewing it may to
be your solve problem if you get difficulties on your knowledge. Kinds of this guide are various. Not only
through written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era just
like now, you just looking from your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose
your own ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.
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